
Arthur Zarr is a quiet man who 
lives by himself in a small 
house. When he gets a creative idea 
to start adding objects to his car’s 
plain exterior, the people in his town 
start noticing Arthur for the first 
time. Neighbors and other 
bystanders join him by adding their 
own artistic flair to the car. What 
happens when Arthur enters his 
bedazzled vehicle in the town’s 
annual Art Car Parade? Ride with 
Arthur through his imaginative 
journey as he builds an art car and 
makes new friends along the way.  

 
 
“This tale’s light humor and unexpected premise will encourage empathy and appreciation 
for artistic flights of fancy.” — Kirkus Reviews 
 
“A profound message about living creatively, finding community, and connecting to the 
world.” —  Paige Duke, Editor 
 
“The book built anticipation to see what groovy item would get attached to his car next!” — 
Five-star Amazon Review 
 
“A sweet story about how creativity frees us and how small changes can lead to life-altering 
events.” — Lorie Powers, elementary school teacher 
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Cathey Nickell is a 
Houston-based author 
and elementary school 
speaker. In 2017, 
Arthur Zarr’s Amazing 
Art Car was awarded 
first place by the Texas 
Association of Authors 
for Children’s Picture 
Book/All Ages. Cathey 
doesn’t drive an art car 

herself, but she has a habit of covering the back of 
her SUV with bumper stickers! She also snaps 
pictures of art cars—which are plentiful in 
Houston—when she sees them. Cathey talks to 
students about writing, creativity and where to 
find that spark of inspiration.  


